30th June 2020

The Anthem Geography bake off competition.
Mrs Wilkinson shared some wonderful entries for the competition. Maeve baked a chocolate Mount Fuji
erupting with blossom watercolour biscuits near the bottom and an icing man falling from the chocolate and
coffee flavoured Niagra Falls cake. Fantastic Volcano cupcakes from Indigo, not to mention the impressive
creation from George which included Quicksand pools caused by large Sauropod dinosaurs walking on thick
layers of volcanic ash.

Not long to get your entries in for
the Climate Anthology
Competition,.
Please send in your entries to
linnetdrur@oxfordspiresacademy.org

by Friday 3rd July.

Miss Bloom set her Year 10s an
optional challenge to produce
a creative response to a poem,
and Ayana made these
wonderful earrings to
represent the contrast
between the Caribbean
paradise and urban sprawl in
'Island Man'. Each earring
depicts a tree, one lush &
green and one harsh &
mechanical.
Pictured above Year 9 Melody worked incredibly
hard with her history work reporting on Nazi
foreign policy in early 1930s. Amazing work— Mr
Scott

Yousif has written an excellent description of the
journey of a food molecule for his year 7 science work
this week. Well Done - Ms Icely

The digestive system. What a fantastic
animation! Not only is it very creative but it
incorporates an excellent level of scientific
detail and accuracy. Abbie Year 7 very clearly
represented the major stages of digestion and
the role of each organ. Also impressive is the
smoothness of your animation - that involved
many pictures! Fantastic work - Dr Rogers

Outstanding work from the Design and Technology Department

Year 9 Students Leo, Cary and
Dora sent in fabulous photos of
their Design and Technology
work. The object was to support
the most weight with the least
amount of paper. Mr Gardner
was very impressed.
Mr Gardner was thrilled with the video clip submitted by Year 7 Ottilie. Ottilie has continued to complete
home learning to a very high standard and Mr Gardner was also amazed at the detail she put into this
extension task that was originally set for Year 9 Students. The object of the task was to learn how to use
Google Sketchup and I am sure you will agree from the screenshots below Ottilie achieved this with her
wonderful house design.

Eva Year 12 has consistently handed in high quality work while we have been
remote learning. This week, Year 12 chemists were asked to improvise with
what they have at home to make models of organic molecules to help them
visualise optical isomers - here is the photo of the molecules that Eva made
out of pom poms (much cuddlier than the ones that I made out of fruit and
veg)!

Another example of a
excellent model of the
digestion system from
Sasha Year 7. Well Done Ms Icely

Below are photos of Jayden’s work to model optical isomers. I've been really
impressed with Jayden's remote work. What I love about these two photos is
that they show resilience - when the first attempt to model the isomers
didn't work, he tried again and succeeded. Fantastic work— Ms Icely

Mila Year 7 sent Ms Frykfors
a brilliant story which made
for very enjoyable reading
over a cup of tea.
Students were challenged
to imagine themselves as a
food molecule and to
describe their journey
through the digestive
system. Well Done Mila.
Sofia Year 12 submitted her chemistry work. She made excellent use of food to make models of optical
isomers, including exploring how changing the position of groups/atoms that are attached to a central carbon
effects the whether two molecules are mirror images of each other or superimposable on each other.

Taaha Year 9 created a newspaper article on the foreign policy events of Germany in the early 1930s. This is
beautiful work. Well done Taaha - Mr Scott
Frankenstein work - English Department

Some beautifully presented English work by Melody and Heather Year 9. Heather’s model of Frankenstein
has almost no fingers because he has had frostbite. He is very thin so his ribs are showing. He has collapsed
on his sledge. - Miss Boyd

Year 12 Politics students completed research projects comprising of:


factsheet on their chosen topic (a burning injustice of their choice!) and
why it is so important;



a letter to their MP on the subject



a commentary on 5 articles on the topic, relating these to issues from the
AS specification.

Bayan's project is an excellent, heartfelt and very impressively-researched
piece of work! I was just so impressed! Mr Glazebrook

A wonderfully detailed example of the digestive system was submitted by Year 7 Elijah. Clear and informative
work. Well done - Miss Bartlett

Bertie took the task of making a paper model of his lamp to a whole new level. A brilliant Design and
Technology project. Keep up the good work - Ms Reid.
Freya Year 9 has
consistently produced well
thought through work for
DT. She really is
motivated and engaging
during this period.

Below is an example of some work from Sofia Year 9. The task was a bit of extra geography revision to find
and annotate at least four images from Seven Sisters Country Park:
Sofia has produced a range of annotated pictures to demonstrate her knowledge. Wonderful work - Mr
Brown

Mahmoud Y7 and Ghenet Y12 both EAL students deserve some recognition for their commitment,
resilience and hard work.
Mrs Austin said “I notice on SMHW that Mahmoud seems to have been making a huge effort to work.
He has come to me on a couple of occasions to clarify or check an instruction but otherwise has been
really self-directing and independent”.
Ghenet spent a long time on the work she produced. She has been attending face-to-face lessons, has
met all the deadlines for the work set by the EAL team and she has also worked exceptionally hard
and diligently on some extra online work. This resulted in some amazing work.— Dr Gwizada

Erik has taken inspiration for his
character based on the fantasy
novels he has been reading and it
is wonderful to see this in his
writing. I am very intrigued to
see what he will come up with
next!
Great Effort—Mr Hart

The beautiful artwork showcased in this edition has been submitted by Year 10 Luiza and Jodie. Year 9 Isis,
Wiktoria and Carys. Year 8 Taqiyyah, Annet, Arooba, Skyla, Tatiana, Callum and William. Year 7 Aayan, Abbie
S, Abbie H, Jessica, Ruth, Anjali, Cahrlotte, Eliott, Philippa, Silan, Simcha, Alesha, Andoni, James, Esme, Leo,
Daniel, Ciarra-Leigh, Eissa, Lola, Eryk, Elijah, Annie, Mariam, Bareerah, Izaak, Cara, Jack, Hooriya, Maria,
Rufus, Maya, Tai and Morgan.

Young Geographer Of The Year Competition
A couple of examples of beautiful posters
submitted for the Young Geographer of the Year
Competition shown by Mrs Wilkinson. Great work
by Maya (top) and Anton (bottom)

Yousif has produced a delightful creative writing
response looking at how he would show, and not
tell his character that he created named ‘Anshul’.
There is some exceptional detail in his work that is
brilliant to see—Mr Hart

Rufus has again created another phenomenal piece
of creative writing. It is clear that he has a talent
for thinking creatively as he has produced some
outstanding work. Fantastic -Mr Hart

The work above from
Year 7 Simcha shows the
journey of a food
molecule. Simcha has
done well to use a
combination of pictures
and text. Well done —
Ms Icely

Exceptional work showcased by the Languages department

Great Year 8 work that Mrs
Constantine was proud to
share. Well done Freya, Naia,
Judah, Kai and Samuel

Year 7 students in both German and French classes. All the students have been handing their work in without
fail and it's of very high quality. A special mention to Jack, Annie, Luna and Eryk

Sofia's has been working
incredibly hard all throughout
the lockdown and produced
exceptional work including
questions so that we can have
a proper dialogue about the
learning. Fabulous Year 12
student! - Mrs Constantine
German and French from Miss Stober
I have been really impressed with home learning submissions by the following students in the past few
weeks. They have all shown outstanding study skills despite finding language learning difficult at times. I am

always so delighted to see such well-presented work that shows clear learning progress.

Roxanna Year 7

Yousif Year 7

Elijah Year 7

Talaa Year 8

Kia Year 8
Zagum Year 10

Anna Year 9
Imaan Hanif 8

This from Charlotte Year 7 - very tidy table
and graph for a small-scale "modelling a
pandemic" maths exercise.
Random dice rolls modelled virus
transmission to susceptible people and
similar random dice rolls modelled infected
people recovering and becoming immune.
Wonderful work Charlotte - Mr Willis

Outstanding solution to week 4 homework from Hadi. Great effort - Mr Holmes

Sport Result for the Weekly Challenges Term 6. Well done to everyone who took part! @OSASport
Year 10 Results Week 1

Year 10 Results Week 2

1st Place

2nd Place

3rd Place

1st Place

2nd Place

Mira

Molly and
Simapreet

Eden

Mira

Eden and
Simapreet

Year 9 Results Week 1

3rd Place

Year 9 Results Week 2

James M and
Imogen

Sindi

Ashley

Imogen

Year 8 Results Week 1
Lucie

Julius

Daanyaal

Year 8 Results Week 2
Raghavi

Maeve

Year 7 Results Week 1
Morgan Diane
and Toby

Sindi

Raghavi

Divia

Year 7 Results Week 2
Toby

Morgan

All students named will receive prizes when we return to school. Very well done

Diane

